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About GrowlerWerks
Our company was born to deliver cold, fresh 
and delicious draft beverages at-home or 
on-the-go.  Through design, engineering and 
of course much field work, the uKeg™ was 
invented to achieve carbonated confidence.  

The uKeg is now the #1 Growler in the industry.  
We have expanded our knowledge into craft 
cocktails, tapped into the Nitro Cold Brew 
Coffee market with the uKeg Nitro and recently 
introduced the uKegTwist™, the first integrated 
seltzer maker and dispenser for creating 
delicious custom hard (or alcohol free) seltzers 
anywhere.  

Now we are partnering with top leagues and 
teams to introduce our family of uKegs to 
tailgaters, fans, and VIPs throughout the sports 
world.
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uKeg GO
The uKeg Go is our most convenient, most 
affordable, most “go anywhere” growler yet. 
Delivering the core freshness functionality of the 
original uKeg, in a vessel optimized for quenching 
thirsts on the go. Durable, lightweight, easy to 
use, and now in both 64oz and 128oz sizes.

 • Patented carbonation system automatically 
maintains freshness and optimal carbonation 
for weeks

 • Streamlined regulator cap allows you to 
choose high or low carbonation setting to 
match the beverage you’re serving

 • Double wall stainless steel vacuum insulation 
keeps beverages cold all day

 •  Durable powder coated finish and rubber 
footing provide extra protection against dents 
and scratches

 • 3-position dispenser tap provides easy 
pouring and storing with locked, ready, and 
pour positions



uKeg Sports Licensing
The uKeg has always been about sharing 
and celebrating with friends and family and 
is the ultimate necessity for every Sport Fan. 
If you are tailgating, home-gating, camping, 
escaping or just staycationing, we have a 
uKeg for you.

The uKeg is the Official Growler of Major 
League Soccer (MLS), an official licensee of 
the National Hockey League (NHL) and is an 
Officially Licensed Collegiate Product.

uKegs and Sports, bringing fans together one 
sip at a time.

 











































CHEERS!

For wholesale inquires or more information, please contact:

sales@growlerwerks.com


